
Sophisticated Simplicity in Automation
Go.Robot RIEDL



Go.Robot RIEDL  represents the latest concept 

in inventory automation for retail and hospital pharmacies. 
 

It sets new standards in speed, 

uses wireless technology and 

has multipicking ability.

technology delivers

�  control of expiry date and inventory

�  integration to pharmacy software

�  instant delivery to dispensing points

�  quick loading using 1D and 2D barcodes

�  proven efficiency gain

�  low energy consumption

�  excellent branding opportunity via light, glass and color choice



Go.Robot RIEDL systems are tailored
to shape, size and design.

� Inventory Management   

 at the touch of a button with expiry date management and instant availability

� Racing technology 5m/sec with an acceleration of 5m/sec2 due to custom made motors

� Wireless technology rendering portals or dragging chain obsolete

� Multipicking during loading and dispensing with bottle handling included

� Autoloader utilizing the UNIVERSAL ROBOT UR3, the most trusted industrial robotic arm

� Show-Stopper glass fronts showcase the action for customers and staff alike

technology meets Design
Go.Robot RIEDL in REtAIL pharmacy



Efficiency delivered by technology
Go.Robot RIEDL in HoSPItAL pharmacy

�  Unlimited length with more than one gripper inside

�  Various shapes possible for best adaptation to existing conditions

�  Integration to pharmacy software (such as DXC, HL7 Standard)

�  IT control of central pharmacy and imprest stock

�  Combination of ward dispensing, single dispensing points and special checking stations

�  Transportation options via conveyor or shuttle

�  Lifts & pneumatic tubes interface

�  Autoloader AIS 2.0 with robotic arm

Monotonous tasks performed by technology
the AIS 2.0 for REtAIL or HoSPItAL 

the UNIVERSAL Robot UR3 arm fulfills highest industrial

specifications and is the heart of the new AIS 2.0 from RIEDL.

It is built for continuous, uninterrupted loading day and night.



branding opportunity
Go.Robot RIEDL offers excellent design 
features such as customized panels and 
stunning glass front (transparent or smoked). 
It will make your customers appreciate 
the edgy technology at the heart of your 
dispensary.

I-Shape

L-Shape

External loading module

U-Shape

Adapting to the space available
The different configurations in length 
and height enable you to maximize the 
capacity of your Go.Robot RIEDL at 
minimal footprint.

Loading your stock has never been easier
The incorporated semi-automatic loading 
bay employs light guided loading that is 
ultra-precise. Up to 800 packs/hour with a 
single click expiry date input can be stored 
away in your Go.Robot RIEDL.

Low Electricity bill
Reduced friction, low weight of the gripping 
unit and integrated KERS minimize the elec-
tricity consumption of your Go.Robot RIEDL 
considerably.

Safety First
Access inside your Go.Robot RIEDL is pro-
tected by certified safety systems. Sensor 
features include instant blocking of move-
ments when opening the door, exit points 
and manifold electronic protection.

An integrated part of the furniture
The use of external shelving that can 
be fixed directly into the loadbearing 
structure of the Go.Robot RIEDL is 
an extra bonus and allows for safe 
display of scheduled medication.

Drug delivery in seconds
The number and location of exit 
points is customized for your work-
flow. Additional transportation such 
as conveyors, lifts and shuttles are
available.

Layout



Datasheet

Australia New Zealand
Dimensions Width 

Height 
Length

1.606 mm /63.23 Inch 
from 2.219 mm /87.36 in to 3.519 mm /138.54 in (pitch 100 mm /3.94 in)
from 3.768 mm /148.34 in, no maximum limit

Performance Semi-automatic 
loading 
Automatic loading 
Unloading

≤3sec. per pack

200 pack /hour
~10 sec. per movement (up to 8 packs)

Accepted 
packs

Minimum size 
Maximum size 
Minimum diameter 
Maximum diameter 
Minimum weight 
Maximum weight

12 x 10 x 40 mm /0.47 x 0.39 x 1.57 in
180x 120 x 300 mm /7.08 x 4.72 x 11.81 in
40 mm /1.57 in
180 mm /7.08 in
5 g /0.1764 oz
1.200 g /2Ib 10.33 oz per pack

barcode 1D and 2D

Voltage 100-240V±10% 
50/60 Hz

Power 
consumption

During movement
In stand by 
Emergency mode

0,39 kW/h (excluding any internal lighting system)
0,24 kW/h (excluding any internal lighting system)
0,19 kW/h

Safety UPS, data backup, remote monitoring, rapid replacement of the gripper and
automatic alignment of packs on the shelves.

Go.Robot Pty Ltd.
250 Bay Street
Brighton, VIC, 3186

ABN: 65605597448

phone +61 402 121 200 
www.go-robot.com
support@go-robot.com

Go.Robot NZ Ltd.
416 Lake Road  
Takapuna, Auckland, 0622

NZBN: 9429047645257

phone +64 21 950 773 
www.go-robot.co.nz
support@go-robot.com



www.go-robot.com
www.go-robot.co.nz
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